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A Message From the AMBC Board Chair
“Three things which will prevent the decline of your brain: 1) exercise at least three
times per week; 2) never stop learning; 3) social connection through collaboration."
- Kerwin Rae
Dear Fellow AMBC Members,
My team at the store, my family at home, my fellow AMBC board members (who are like my second family), and my friends across the world keep me inspired and on my toes. They allow me to grow by asking
questions and encouraging me to read new books, listen to podcasts, and watch educational videos to grow,
innovate, and find solutions and answers on everything from health tips and business growth to parenting or
any other relevant topic.
This year, I have finished several books and one of them was called The Power of Focus, co-authored by
Jack Canfield. I enjoyed it so much that I want to summarize the top success strategies (in business and in
life) from its last chapter:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Visualize your success daily.
Maintain a non-negotiable value system, like integrity,
faith, family, etc.
Create balance and be present in the moment.
Be a lifetime learner.
Be flexible; adapt your business model when necessary
(so relevant with the pandemic).
Always celebrate your victories.
Have a “can do” attitude.
Figure out how to duplicate yourself by hiring a
personal assistant.
Lead by example. Remember, you are always being
observed by others.
Reinvest in your business.
Focus on helping your team get what they want and
love your people.
Avoid plateaus; keep challenging yourself.
Choose your friends wisely.
Never be a generalist (niche market focus).
Keep a long-term outlook; establish long-term
relationships.
Balance. It’s OK to stop and smell the roses, just
don’t picnic for too long!
Resolve to do and be better every day.

As always, enjoy another edition of MBC Today, replete with amazing tips to grow your businesses and advice from fellow member store owners, all of whom want you to grow in business and service to others. And
please remember to mark your calendars for AMBC's 2022 in-person event experience: Meetup in Memphis,
July 16-19th, sponsored by FedEx, AMBC's exclusive Platinum Trusted Supplier. Check out the save-the-date
in this issue for more information. We can't wait to see you next June! Thank you for continued trust in AMBC.
With gratitude, resilience, optimism, and
collaboration, on behalf of the entire AMBC team,
#MembersHelpingMembers
#AMBC4ME #FahimFix

Fahim Mojawalla
Board Chair and Director of Motivation, AMBC
Co-Owner, Island Ship Center
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Letter From the Editor

Dear Readers,
Welcome to the September / October 2021 issue of
MBC Today. You'll notice that this issue is once again
heavy on social media advice and we also have an
upcoming AMBC town hall meeting on social media.
Why the push? I mean, it's 2021. Isn't everyone a
social media savant by now?
Social media is ever-evolving, and it's absolutely essential to our success in the 21st century relationshipbased business world. Personally, I think of myself
as someone who does OK at social media, but then
I read and listen to what some of our coaches teach
us and I realize just how much more growth I have
ahead of me...and just how much more I have yet to
learn.
We push you on social media excellence because
it's just so important. And it's just going to grow in
importance as our world continues to evolve and our
clients and client acquisition methods continue to be
more and more virtual. We want to set you up for as
much success as possible.
I've had two separate printing clients this week specifically ask to be featured on my store's Instagram
feed. Both are student groups and both were thrilled
when I was glad to take a picture of their print jobs
and share them, tagging them in the posts. It turns
out that being featured on the Uncle Marty's Instagram is a badge of honor among some local campus
clubs. It made me feel so good (and almost cool)
when they told me that.
My social media posts in relation to my local universities have also grown my business by exposing
me to the administrators and decision makers in
different departments. One by one, my coworkers
and I continue to reach and convert entire university
departments to print and ship through us instead of
on-campus resources, simply because we do it better,
faster, and make it fun and easy. It's a very simple
formula for success.
Social media isn't going anywhere. It's just getting
bigger and bigger, and your reach can get exponentially larger if you use this phenomenal tool correctly.
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Speaking of phenomenal, those of you who take the
time to read MBC Today cover to cover are phenomenal in your own right. You're the AMBC Members
who also participate in events, town hall meetings,
and conversations on the AMBC Members Facebook
page. You're the ones who get it; who take time to
learn, grow, and figure out what you need to do to be
successful in our new world. You're the ones creating new profit centers, thinking outside the traditional
model, building valuable, important businesses in
your communities, and setting yourselves up for a
bright future of continued growth and profit. Thank
you for your participation. Thank you for your excellence. Thank you for your kindness. And thank you
for your inspiration.
One quick housekeeping thing I'd like to address is
that AMBC will soon be sending out a survey about
our online certified courses. It's been my pleasure
to be the lead instructor for these and to enjoy great
participation and feedback. We want to hear from
you regarding what courses you'd like us to work up
next, what times are best for you to take them, and
any other comments you may have. So, look for that
survey in your inboxes soon and please take a few
minutes to fill it out honestly. It really does help us
know what direction to focus our efforts on.
Hope to see you in Memphis next June!
With care and gratitude,

Marty Johnson
Editor, MBC Today
Director of Communication & Advisor to the Board, AMBC
Owner, Uncle Marty’s Shipping Office
askunclemarty.com | #AskUncleMarty

We love fresh voices in MBC
Today and would
love to hear from you! Pleas
e send your submissions and suggestions to ma
rty@ambc4me.org.

AMBC Members may access the full version
of this issue of MBC Today in the
Members Only section of
ambc4me.org

JOIN TODAY!

